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About This Game

Atlantis is sinking. Become the champion of the last Queen of Atlantis and save the kingdom in this fast-paced, time
management dash game! Build roads, manage resources, establish towns, create armies, defeat your enemies and save the

villagers before the lands are destroyed and all life is lost in this thrilling strategy adventure!

Play over 50 addictive time management levels with exciting achievements, bonuses, and more!

Discover five beautifully rendered HD locations with unique and funny Atlantean characters!

Master colorful Hidden Object scenes and Match-3 mini-games for amazing power-ups!

Prioritize your objectives and create the best strategy to complete the levels in Expert Time!
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Another time management game like Rescue Team and 12 Labours of Hercules
Casual time management game is always fun as they don't take much of my time

If anyone wants to play fun and short play time games, try this game out. It's mildly addicting, finished the relaxed mode in two
days. The story, or how it ends is slightly like how the Disney movie Atlantis goes, and I don't know if they got their inspiration
from that or they decided to make an unofficial prologue to it. All in all, it's definitely fun and worth the money I paid for. Will
look forward to finishing all the achievements now. If this game was cheaper I may have recommended it but at £4.99 I can only
say to buy this game during a huge discount or as part of a bundle.

The game is okay for what it is and if you like time-management games then you could easily sink a couple of hours into it, but
for £1 more the trilogy of 12 Labours of Hercules can be purchased on Steam and are far superior to this game.

http://store.steampowered.com/app/342580/
http://store.steampowered.com/app/360640/
http://store.steampowered.com/app/360650/. This is a fun game. It can be completed in ~8 hours with each level lasting an
average of 5 minutes making it ideal for casual gamers. Each level offers a slightly different challenge, some slightly more
frustrating than others but none are too difficult - it's the timer in Challenge Mode than adds the difficulty. The bonus levels
unlocked towards the end of the game are a step up in difficulty but, sadly, there are only three.

PSA: Achievements will ONLY unlock while playing Challenge Mode.. This is a fun game. It can be completed in ~8 hours
with each level lasting an average of 5 minutes making it ideal for casual gamers. Each level offers a slightly different challenge,
some slightly more frustrating than others but none are too difficult - it's the timer in Challenge Mode than adds the difficulty.
The bonus levels unlocked towards the end of the game are a step up in difficulty but, sadly, there are only three.

PSA: Achievements will ONLY unlock while playing Challenge Mode.. Wow, still need to finish the rest, but I already have all
the achievements... Like the game and still gona finish the rest, want it all in perfect... :D
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A really nice game that I enjoyed playing! The Steam achievements are easy to obtain (after half the game, I already it made it
perfect - in aprox 2 hours), but I continued to play, because I really enjoyed it!. It's mildly addicting, finished the relaxed mode
in two days. The story, or how it ends is slightly like how the Disney movie Atlantis goes, and I don't know if they got their
inspiration from that or they decided to make an unofficial prologue to it. All in all, it's definitely fun and worth the money I
paid for. Will look forward to finishing all the achievements now. This was such a wonderful surprise. I purchased the game as
part of a bundle, perhaps expecting an hour or so of mindless entertainment. Instead, I got an addicting little time management
game that had me going until I 100% completed the game, not just the achievements, but the entire game. Granted, it is fairly
simple and most levels can be beat within a few tries at most, but it still had me coming back for more. The story is silly with no
real takeaways there. There are 2 different types of mini games to break up the time management side of things. One is a
Hidden item puzzle where you have to quickly find all the listed objects in the given time, while the other was a ball drop game
where you had to match 3 of the same color balls to move on. They were pretty easy, but nice little diversions. Overall, I give it
a solid 7/10. Fun to play, nice in short bursts, and plenty of levels to keep you busy.. It's longer than The Order 1886. Liked the
game but if you are in for the steam achievements they were there but never worked I received none despite actually
accomplishing many. Game is fun, got stuck a few times by not doing things in just the right order but that makes it interesting
and not too easy.. Another time management game like Rescue Team and 12 Labours of Hercules
Casual time management game is always fun as they don't take much of my time

If anyone wants to play fun and short play time games, try this game out. I wasn't expecting this game to be so cool and adictive.
I just can't stop playing, great casual game to spend time on a sunday or when you want to relax after work.
Recommended!. Liked the game but if you are in for the steam achievements they were there but never worked I received none
despite actually accomplishing many. Game is fun, got stuck a few times by not doing things in just the right order but that
makes it interesting and not too easy.. I first played this on a smartphone and I so enjoyed playing it.
Glad I can have it also on PC. Amazin casual game. Congrats and thanks :). A nice time management game - nothing special, but
well executed. It's maybe a bit too easy - there were altogether a lot of levels where I got the expert rating on the first attempt.
The minigames are a good distraction - they are marketing plugs for the creators' other games, of course, but there's nothing
wrong with that.
The full price for the game (7 EUR) may be a bit steep, but at 50% discount it's easy to recommend.
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